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Jade Regent Session Summary 11/13/2011 

Attendance 

 Chris and Ernest start off the conversation by noting that Ernest has brought with 

him a Doppel-Gulp, a drink derived from the fine German tradition of extravagant junk 

food. 

 Paul shows up just in time to note, “I’m not really in the mood for drinking.  And 

I didn’t sleep well last night, at least until after 03:00 – that’s when the new day starts in 

Glitch, so I could get my high then!” 

 Bruce simply records all of this, including the knowledge that Glitch is an online 

game that could be played for free in a browser, provided you have access to Flash.  It is 

a bit “glitchy”, but that’s entirely the fault of the underlying Flash platform… 

 Matt is confused - why is everyone so down upon Flash?  It works so hard to 

bring happiness to so many Adobe stockholders. 

 Tim calls in to report that he is passing through Waco.  All observe a moment of 

silence on his behalf.  Soon enough, he will be with us. 

Character Player Description Level 

Harwynian Fallingleaf Bruce Elegant Elven Transmuter 1 

Yoshihiro Kaijutsu Ernest Tian Reckless Mounted Archer-Knight 1 

Jacob Frostfang Matt Ale-Loving Kellid Party Sorcerer* 1 

V’lk Chris Mute Feral Elf Stabber 1 

Gobo Samarillian Patrick Blind Gnomish Fortuneteller 1 

Bjorn the Unlucky Tim Ulfen Woodsman 1 

*Kellids = Powerful barbarians from the Frozen North 

Fate Points 

 Each character starts with three Fate points.  They can gain more through two 

major approaches: either voluntarily failing an important roll (at a time when one of the 

character’s Aspects would make that appropriate), or by voluntarily taking a penalty for 

an entire scene (again, in a way defined by an Aspect).  Fate points can also be gained 

through earning Badges.  There are initially eight Badges available in the first book.  If 
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the party gains a Badge, then all characters gain a Fate point.  The Badges themselves are 

a secret! 

 A Fate point may be used for several purposes, but in general can only be used in 

ways that emphasize a character’s Aspects.  Specific uses include: 

• Reroll a 1d20 roll; 

• Add a +4 bonus after a 1d20 roll is made; 

• To give an NPC a penalty, if you know they have an appropriate Aspect; 

• To somehow modify the plot in a way that suits a character’s Aspect 

The use of the Fate point must again be supported by one of the character’s Aspects. 

The Rusty Dragon Inn 

 Appropriately, the characters are all meeting each other at a tavern, in this case 

the Rusty Dragon Inn of Sandpoint.  The Rusty Dragon has the distinction of being the 

oldest tavern in Sandpoint (and is famous from the earlier Rise of the Runelords 

adventure path, which also began in Sandpoint).  The characters are already familiar with 

each other, and have been drawn to the Rusty Dragon by the promise of a bounty upon 

local goblins who have been accosting travelers with their fireworks. 

 Jacob Frostfang is a Kellid sorcerer from the frozen north.  He has also never met 

a tankard or a tankard-bearer that he doesn’t love.  He has spent much of his time in 

Sandpoint patronizing inns and propositioning all manner of folks. 

 Gobo Samarillian is a blind gnomish fortuneteller.  He had been staying with 

Koya Mvashti, except that she had in turn been staying with her mother Madame Niska 

Mvashti.  Now that Madame Niska has passed on, Koya’s privilege to continue 

occupying her mother’s house (actually owned by a local aristocrat) has lapsed, so Gobo 

is now staying in the Rusty Dragon. 

 Harwynian Fallingleaf is an elven transmuter who grew up in the Mierani forest.  

Disillusioned by the stultifying layers of tradition suffocating the Green Sash Society that 

trained him, he first took up with Shalelu Andosana and then moved into Sandpoint.  He 

lives in the Rusty Dragon, supporting himself with scribe work and small-scale magic 

while he looks for a cause worth supporting. 

 Yoshihiro Kaijitsu is the younger brother of Ameiko Kaijitsu.  She has sold the 

Sandpoint Glassworks after some traumatic misadventures, but the family still owns the 
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smallish Kaijitsu manor house.  Yoshihiro had been away at the Order of the Dragon 

Chapter House in Cheliax training as a knight until recently; he was sent there by his 

father at a young age.  He was rather dismayed upon his return to learn that his entire 

family (except for Ameiko) was dead. 

 V’lk is a mysterious, feral elf who has been lurking around the town of Sandpoint 

for some time.  Nobody is terribly sure what he’s there for, or how long he will stay. He 

is either mute or simply refuses to speak. 

 Bjorn the Unlucky is an Ulfen man who washed into town some time ago, and has 

been rescued from various misadventures by Shalelu Andosana. He and V’lk live in a 

leanto shack together out in the woods. He is extremely fearful of the fae folk and is 

frequently found leaving little offerings or weird fetishes to placate them. 

The Goblin Bounty 

 The Sheriff of Sandpoint is offering a bounty on goblin ears: 10 gold for every 

(relatively) fresh goblin ear (left ears only), plus 300 gold for the head of the goblin 

leader Chief Gutwad.  Shalelu Andosana is the nominal local goblin hunter in chief, an 

elf, and a friend to several of the characters.  She explains the terms of the bounty to the 

characters then notes that she has her own problems on the Devil’s Platter to deal with – 

they will need to manage the goblin threat on their own.  She has never seen Chief 

Gutwad, but understands that he is quite corpulent for a goblin.  The other goblins fear 

him because they think the ground shakes when he walks.  The goblin lick-toads do not 

dare speak directly to him for fear that his words will blast the brains from their heads 

(admittedly, not a difficult task). 

 The characters toast their new partnership (even the blind gnome).  Gobo 

Samarillian clarifies that he actually has perfectly good vision out to 30 feet.  This is 

reassuring to the others: some of them had been concerned that their primary mission was 

to take the blind gnome out into the wilderness to die. 

Into Brinestump Marsh 

 The main goblin infestation is out in the Brinestump Marsh, perhaps four miles 

out of Sandpoint.  Yoshihiro leads the group on his fine black charger Akumu.  As he 

walks, Harwynian explains to the others how brackish marshes develop along low-lying 
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coastal deltas.  V’lk, meanwhile, refuses to communicate except with basic gestures. 

Yoshihiro grumbles, “It’s as if those two elves are related: someone took all the talk out 

of one of them and dumped it into the other one.” 

 The characters follow the fishing trail into the marsh.  It is clear that this is a path 

that folks use; there are small bridges built over the minor waterways that thread their 

way through the marsh.  The characters pass over three bridges and come to a salty 

lagoon in view of the ocean.  A moss-covered rotting shack stands upon the shore of the 

lagoon.  Its roof sags at an alarming angle. 

 As the characters approach the shack, Yoshihiro calls out, “Mister Proudstump!”  

In response, a nervous middle-aged halfling peers around the corner of the door.  The 

characters converse with him on the subject of local goblin troubles.  He insists that he 

has none, but V’lk doesn’t believe him.  The feral elf sneaks around the shack, peering 

into windows, while the other characters chat.  Things look disordered inside the shack, 

with a splash of blood along one wall.  V’lk senses that even the most degraded of 

swamp-dwellers doesn’t consider arterial spray to be a form of interior decorating. 

 Jacob Frostfang and Yoshihiro both decide that Waltus Proudstump is hiding 

something.  He seems weak and shaky, and is possibly injured.  He is giving instructions 

on how to reach the main road to the others when he cries out; a feral elf rogue has just 

pounced upon him!  V’lk grapples him and places a hand over his mouth. 

 Jacob enters the house to do a sweep and clear over Waltus’ muffled protests.  

Gobo follows him.  They see the disorder and the blood.  Gobo thinks the blood is recent, 

from today, but probably not enough to represent a fatality. 

 Harwynian looks over Waltus Proudstump and concludes that he has recently 

been bitten by a snake.  He tells the others.  Jacob relays back that he’s found some 

hacked-up (dead) snakes inside the house.  Gobo picks up a dead snake and brings it back 

to Waltus.  “Was this the snake that bit you?” 

 Waltus protests, “A bunch of snakes broke into my house!  I had to kill them!” 

 Gobo concludes that it is far too late for him to really help Waltus with the snake 

venom, though he can and does cast Cure Light Wounds to help his wounds. 

 Waltus continues to protest the home invasion.  As Jacob starts to search the 

house, Waltus changes shape into a gray and mottled creature with a bulbous, faceless 
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head and an open slash of a mouth.  V’lk lets go of him, only narrowly avoiding a vicious 

slashing bite as he rolls away.  Harwynian pulls away, attempting and failing to cast 

Expeditious Retreat as he does. 

 Bjorn the Unlucky drops his javelin and moves in to the attack, without success. 

 Jacob Frostfang (feeling a bit tipsy) rushes to the upstairs window to see a 

faceless monster attacking his friends with a sharp-edged tongue.  He shoots the creature 

with a Ray of Frost. 

 Yoshihiro wheels into action.  He brings his horse around and sends an arrow at 

the creature, only to see it bounce off its rubbery hide.  His horse charges, but the swamp 

monster evades the creature’s sharp hooves. 

 Gobo shocks everyone by pulling out a morningstar and swinging wildly at 

Waltus.  He doesn’t actually connect, but everyone else is mostly relieved that he doesn’t 

connect with any of them either. 

 Bjorn the Unlucky steps in and cuts the creature with his axe.  It responds by 

grappling him and sticking its tongue into his body, draining out his blood at a rate of 1 

CON per round.  The others shudder at the sight. 

 Jacob Frostfang leaps from the upper window, stumbling a bit as he does so, and 

cuts Waltus badly.  He manages the first actual wound upon the faceless aberration.  It 

howls in pain, the sound oddly twisted by the fact that its tongue is stuck into Bjorn. 

 Yoshihiro gallops in with his longsword, slashing and trampling.  He delivers a 

second respectable hit.  Gobo piles in with his morningstar for another hit. 

 Harwynian casts Magic Weapon on V’lk’s longsword.  V’lk strikes cleanly 

through the creature’s vitals.  It shudders and falls.  Bjorn the Unlucky has to bodily pull 

the thing’s tongue out of his body.  Watching this is too much for Harwynian: he 

shudders and faints, falling into the mud and muck of the fisher’s trail.  But, he’s an elf, 

so when he recovers all of the mud and slime just wicks off of him. 

Where Is the Real Waltus? 

 V’lk reasons that whatever creature this is, it surely didn’t kill their contact.  He 

spends a Fate point to find a secret door.  He opens the door and finds a safe room 

containing one badly injured, unconscious halfling (he has lost a lot of CON points). 
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 Confident in his healing abilities from the work he did on the faceless stalker, 

Gobo casts another cure spell on Waltus to bring him back around.  Waltus turns out to 

be quite the snake-wrangler: he despairs at all the dead snakes, but manages to find three 

living vipers that hid outside the house.  He is quite happy to have them back. 

 Waltus indicates that his story is not one to hear on an empty stomach.  He sets a 

stewpot onto the fire, filling it with swamp tubers, dead snake, a big ham-hock, some 

fruit, and a variety of roots.  As it bubbles, he opines that the monster that attacked him 

probably wanted to turn his shack into its lair. 

 “There’s not a lot that happens out here, and I like it like that.  Of course, there 

are those stories about the Soggy River Monster.  Sometimes it leaves mutilated animals 

out on the trail.  It doesn’t so much seem to eat as just to kill.  It just wanders the whole 

swamp; you can see when it is around from its soggy three-toed footprints.” 

 Jacob asks, “Can you lead us to the goblin hideout?” 

 “It isn’t that hard to find, you just need to follow the fisher trail.” 

 Bjorn the Unlucky is disappointed, “So the faceless stalker was telling us straight?  

Aw, man…” 

 Yoshihiro wakes up Harwynian in time for dinner. 

 Waltus gives the characters a Cloak of Resistance +1 as a reward for saving him.  

The characters draw lots for it, and Bjorn the Unlucky gains a Fate point for not winning.  

He complains, “I never win these things!”  V’lk wins the draw.  He makes indistinct 

animal-like sounds as he pulls the garment around himself.  The others deduce that he 

must be happy. 

 Waltus explains that the fishers’ trail divides into the new and the old trail.  The 

characters had been on the new trail.  The old trail hasn’t been used by humans for years 

and is in terrible shape, but is better than nothing.  There is plentiful goblin sign along the 

old trail. 

 The characters get their first Badge, the Halfling Rescuer Badge. 
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The Old Fishers’ Trail 

 The characters move to the old fishers’ trail, keeping careful look out for goblin 

sign along the way.  Towards the end of the trail the characters find a filthy village fort 

surrounded by a crude palisade.  The gate and the north end of the palisade (facing the 

characters’ approach) have been recently torn down.  A collection of ramshackle huts on 

stilts sits atop an algae-filled pool that extends beyond the palisade to the northeast. 

 Yoshihiro puts spurs to his horse and charges the village, and straight into the 

hidden pit just beyond the gate.  Both horse and rider vanish into the pit.  Yoshihiro gains 

a Fate point for his recklessness. 

 Further investigation shows that the pit had once been used to contain a pig.  

There’s no pig there anymore, but its leavings fill the bottom.  Gobo and Jacob help Hiro 

back out.  Bjorn the Unlucky examines the village, which now seems to be strangely 

silent.  He concludes that the devastation was wrought by the undead: there are skeleton 

tracks all around. 

 Most of the buildings are simply dilapidated in the style of goblin architecture.  At 

least one was completely burned to the ground.  And another, still standing, appears to 

have been fortified in the goblin style (extra logs, nailed to the wall).  Jacob and Gobo 

investigate it, listening at the massive double door.  They hear nothing.  Jacob and the 

gnome force the door open, surprising some goblins inside.  The other characters suspect 

that Jacob might have used Gobo as a battering ram, as it seems unlikely that the gnome 

would have enough strength to force a door. 
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Chief Gutwad’s Throne Room 

 Chief Gutwad’s throne room is decorated in regal goblin style, with pickled horse 

heads, badly taxidermied furry animals and other grisly trophies attached to the walls.  

The chief’s throne is a rickety structure five feet high covered in bizarre, asymmetrical 

thorns. 

 The characters move in.  Chief Gutwad rattles threateningly at them.  Yoshihiro 

issues a formal challenge against the Chief (giving everyone else a +1 to hit against him), 

then tells the others, “Back up, out of the hall!  Make them come to us!” 

 The goblins respond by howling out a war-song and charging.  They rush out of 

the hall, giving Jacob the opportunity to slash one to death as it runs past.  Goblins 

surround Jacob, Yoshihiro and Gobo, hacking and slicing with dogslicers.  Another six 

goblins pop up from behind and charge the rest of the party! 

 Chief Gutwad draws out a goblin-sized masterwork longbow and sends an arrow 

right into Jacob.  Jacob points out, “Now would be an excellent time for a healing spell!” 

 Gobo confesses, “Can’t help you, there’s a goblin between you and me.” 

 Bjorn yells, “I got the wizard’s back!”  He cuts down a goblin.  Harwynian casts 

Enlarge Person on him to help out. 

 Yoshihiro, pressed on all sides by goblins, calls for his horse.  His charger arrives 

and stomps a goblin into the ground.  Then he bull rushes Chief Gutwad while his horse 

pulverizes another goblin.  The chief sends an arrow at him, but takes a cut in response.  

As the chief looses his arrow, Yoshihiro catches his glaive on a spine of the chief’s 

throne, rocking the whole thing and spoiling the chief’s aim. 

 The goblins break into the second verse of their tribal battle song.  The characters 

are glad to know that there are only thirty-eight verses in it, so only thirty-six to go. 

 Yoshihiro manages to strike a near-fatal blow against Chief Gutwad thanks to the 

expenditure of two Fate points.  The Chief remains on his feet, striking Yoshihiro once 

again.  Yoshihiro calls upon his Samurai Resolve to remain standing, but streams blood 

from beneath his armor. 

 A goblin howls at Jacob, “Human bleeder!  Should have worn armor!”  Jacob is 

quite Intimidated. 
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 V’lk is convinced that the characters are all about to be dead, but he’s going to go 

for revenge before it happens.  He calls upon his feral vengeance to clamber across the 

hut walls, drop down behind Chief Gutwad, and land a sword straight through his skull.  

Chief Gutwad dies with a very surprised expression on his face.  Yoshihiro, for all that 

his training says it’s all about the group, is just upset: “He stole my kill!” 

 Yoshihiro chops off Chief Gutwad’s head and uses it to intimidate the two goblins 

remaining in the hut.  They run screaming into the swamp. 

 Goblins surround Yoshihiro’s horse and start attacking it in spite of their terrible 

fears.  A couple of them manage to inflict nasty cuts on the charger.  More goblins swarm 

out of huts.  Bjorn grunts and slaughters one with his enlarged axe.  Harwynian crushes 

another one with a telekinetic fist.  Jacob strips off his shirt to flex his (also enlarged) 

muscles at another pack of the things, sending them screaming away. 

 Yoshihiro staggers out of the hut with Gutwad’s head in his hand.  He announces, 

“Gutwad is dead!” and raises the head aloft.  The remaining goblins all flee at the sight.  

He observes, “Well… that was something.”  Then he collapses. 

 In addition to Gutwad, the characters managed to kill twelve goblins (12 sets of 

ears). 

 For killing Gutwad and scattering the Licktoad Tribe, the characters get the 

Goblin Killer Badge. 
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Looting the Village 

 V’lk gesticulates wildly at the goblin chief’s corpse in a way that convinces Gobo 

that he needs to drink the goblin’s blood.  The characters eventually figure out that the elf 

wants them to search the body for healing potions.  It turns out that Gutwad was carrying: 

• Five magic arrows (+1 Animal Bane) 

• Two Cure Light Wounds potion 

• Two skyrocket fireworks 

• A small masterwork chain shirt 

• A small masterwork longbow 

• 32 gold pieces 

 The characters immediately use one potion to ensure that Yoshihiro doesn’t die.  

There is also a door in the back of the throne room.  Bjorn opens it to find Gutwad’s 

bedroom, including a bed made of moss, rotty animal hides and whatnot.  A careful 

search turns up nothing that any human would consider valuable. 

 The next room turns out to be the Licktoads’ treasure room.  It really doesn’t 

seem like there is much there: Bjorn determines that there are drag marks suggesting that 

the goblins dragged most of their treasure out of the village and dumped it over the 

walkway.  There is nothing there, suggesting that the skeletons may have carried it away.  

There is one beautiful red lacquered chest.  Harwynian scrapes some of the mud away to 

see delicate etchings of cranes and frogs along a beach.  He thinks it might be worth at 

least 100 gold.  Beyond that, the object is of Minkai manufacture: from the homeland of 

Yoshihiro and Ameiko.  The chest contains  

• 6 masterwork shuriken 

• 329 silver pieces 

• 112 gold pieces 

• A long hairpin with a red pearl at one end worth 150 gold. 

• A gold and ivory fan depicting a gecko walking amid cherry blossoms.  The fan 

has a crude map painted on the other side. 

Bjorn recognizes the map as a map of Brinestump marsh showing the locations of two 

shipwrecks along its coast and a cave to the south.  Harwynian carefully copies the map 

onto a piece of blank parchment. 
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 Yoshihiro offers, “This is interesting!  My family has some things with designs on 

it like this, but I had thought we were the only Tien in the area.  We should investigate 

the shipwrecks and see what is there.  But we’re all pretty banged up, so I think we 

should spend an evening with the halfling.” 

 There is nothing of real value in the village, though the characters find a lot of 

pickled goods (slugs, animals, and whatnot).  Harwynian shudders in distaste.  Bjorn 

finds a toad that he keeps as a pet and a half-jar of perfume that he keeps to improve his 

personal hygiene.  He also finds a set of false teeth, a doll, and a saltshaker, all of which 

he keeps as offerings to the fairies to turn their ire away from him. He also finds a cage 

full of goblin babies that he tosses into the river before the rest of the group sees it. V’lk 

finds a cowbell, which he keeps after carefully silencing it.  Gobo finds a muddy halfling-

sized bustier, which he resolves to give to the halfling snake rancher. Hiro finds some 

bug cages and keeps one. Further searching uncovers a tremendous quantity of goblin 

debris, along with evidence of a massive fight and many goblin deaths.  The only things 

of real value turn out to be: 

• Three tindertwigs 

• A grappling hook 

• 24 goblin ears 

• The head of Chief Gutwad 

Back to the Halfling 

 The characters get back to Waltus Proudstump’s house and spend the night there.  

Overnight, Harwynian identifies the magic arrows as +1 Animal Bane arrows.  They’re 

sized for a shortbow, so not immediately helpful to the characters until someone buys 

one. 

 After a brief moment in which Yoshihiro tries to ask Waltus about the goblins’ 

shipwreck map but cannot help referring to him as “Peasant”, Jacob talks to him quietly 

in the kitchen over some marsh moonshine to find out what he might know about the two 

shipwrecks.  He knows about both of them, and the cave.  The wrecks are old and there is 

nothing valuable left there to his knowledge.  He advises staying clear of the cave, as it is 

lousy with monsters and animals.  He is able to trace out a route along back paths to find 

all three sites, but cautions that there are several waterways that are unbridged along the 
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path.  Gobo is unconcerned: he can call down Moon Bridges 20’ long to cross the 

waterways.  Harwynian mutters something about, “Spawn of Yara Aranis.” 

The First Shipwreck 

 It takes the characters some time to reach the site of the first shipwreck.  The 

ship’s name is written on the side in Tien, the Kaijitsu Star.  Yoshihiro has never heard of 

it, but from the name it must be associated with his family somehow.  Someone has built 

a fence around the boat, and placed some ladders up to the deck.  A beheaded horse body 

lies near the wreck.  This is enough to suggest that the goblins were involved. 

 The characters approach carefully.  They find that there is sign of recent goblin 

firework activity out on the deck.  Searching the interior, the characters find one goblin 

corpse, wearing a big witch’s hat.  Its teeth are filed sharper and narrower than normal.  

Nobody is willing to check the creature’s gender.  The rest of the wreck has been looted 

fairly thoroughly. 

 Harwynian takes a rubbing of the ship’s nameplate.  The others carefully search 

the ship again, finding nothing beyond the certitude that the ship originated in Minkai. 

A Mysterious Shack 

 The characters find a strange, dilapidated shack midway between the two 

shipwrecks.  Bjorn tracks through the area and finds a partially-collapsed barn behind it.  

There are wind chimes and hanging charms made from bone and leather hanging from 

the front porch.  Continuing the search, Bjorn finds a remarkable number of rat tracks.  

Bjorn finds more rat tracks, but notes that some of the tracks look like tiny human 

handprints. At this Bjorn and V’lk both immediately climb the nearest trees and tuck their 

pant legs into their boots. 

 Jacob tests the door, finding it swollen shut with moisture.  He shoulders it open, 

but finds the interior abandoned.  Nothing beyond mold and fungus has been inside for 

months.  There are in fact sheets of fungus hanging from the walls.  Jacob picks through 

the rooms, eventually finding a disused chemical laboratory.  Strange crystal growths 

spill from old beakers and alembics.  A skeleton with a half-melted skull and various 

other unnatural features lies on the ground: one hand looks more like a bird’s wing, and 

the ribs have strange inward and outward-facing spines. 
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 Meanwhile outside, several four-foot-long rats approach the characters from the 

fallen shed.  Harwynian notices that the other folks still outside have all climbed trees, so 

he moves to the house and casts Magic Weapon on Jacob’s blade, mentioning as he does, 

“There are dire rats out there!” 

 Yoshihiro spurs his horse, shooting one dire rat dead and attempting to overrun 

another.  Jacob moves to engage the dire rats next to Yoshihiro, just as Harwynian casts 

Enlarge Person on him.  Gobo drags his skeleton outside, to see what’s going on.  V’lk 

and Bjorn pull out skyrockets and light them.   

 A tremendous squeaking sound comes from the shack, as a swarm of rats 

overruns Yoshihiro, his horse, and Jacob.  Even enlarged, he is not immune to their 

(disease-carrying) bites.  Then the fireworks go off, engulfing the rat swarm and the dire 

rate (and Yoshihiro, Jacob and the horse).  The blast is enough to wipe out the rat swarm 

and the dire rats.  Unfortunately, it is also enough to desperately hurt both Yoshihiro and 

Jacob.  Bjorn is terribly surprised by the firework blast and falls out of his tree to boot.  

Yoshihiro is unconscious, but his horse isn’t and it carries him out of the conflagration. 

 Bjorn runs up to Yoshihiro’s horse and calms it down.  He knows that horses 

don’t really like fire.  Yoshihiro gasps, “Neither do their masters…” 

 V’lk and Bjorn hear a strange, whispery voice near the shed.  V’lk spots the caster 

a moment before it finishes casting: it is a tiny creature, a creature with a rat’s body but a 

human face, lurking on the shed roof.  Bjorn thinks, “That’s a creature that just needs to 

die.”  Then it finishes its spell and fills him with fear.  He runs from the shack.  V’lk 

flings a vial of white paint at it to mark it. 

 Jacob happens to notice that one of the group’s healing potions is within reach.  

He drinks it.  He is healed!  Gobo moves up to the wounded Bjorn and heals him as well. 

 V’lk moves up behind the shed, preparing to attack the rat-man creature.  

Harwynian distracts it with a telekinetic fist attack.  Then the recovered Jacob slashes it to 

death with his enlarged broadsword, collapsing the whole shed. 

 Bjorn recovers from his magical terror to find himself hiding in a hollow next to 

two terrified goblins.  V’lk finds them too, and saps one of them.  With the battlefield 

mostly cleared, the characters pick through the treasures that Gobo found: 

• Two scrolls of Cure Light Wounds (CL7) 
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• Two scrolls of False Life (CL7) 

• One scroll of Water Walk (CL7) 

• A masterwork steel dagger 

• 33 gold 

• A detailed map of the Brinestump Marsh 

The map shows the shipwreck, the cave (with a skull-shaped rune of warning and an 

explanatory note), and a complete assortment of trails. 

Questioning the Goblin 

 The characters make camp and set to questioning their captive goblin.  It goes 

about as one might expect. 

• What attacked your camp?  Skeletons. 

• Was there a wizard with them?  No. 

• Did they take anything?  We took the treasure from the caves.  We gave it back to 

the skeletons and they left. 

• What was the treasure?  Lots and lots. 

• The cave on the edge of the marsh?  (no answer) 

• What was the treasure?  Potions and rings and wands and all of our fireworks. 

• How did you get this stuff from the skeletons?  They weren’t there then.  Well, 

they were there, but they didn’t attack us. 

• How did you find the cave?  We found a map on the back of the fan. 

Once the characters have no more questions, V’lk takes the goblin out beyond the 

firelight, cuts his bonds, and lets him go.  Jacob, Gobo and Yoshihiro are all amazed, 

“Why are you letting him go?  He’ll gain a level and become the new chief of the 

goblins!”  V’lk doesn’t pay them any heed. 

 The characters spend the rest of the day recovering, casting healing magic, and 

regaining spells. 

The End of the Session 

 The characters obtained two Badges (two Fate points), and are ready to explore 

the second shipwreck on the map. 


